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INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [8], D. M. Goldschmidt has proved a very powerful 
and important theorem concerning 2-fusion in finite groups. What we are 
concerned with at this moment is not the actual statement of the result (we 
shall return to this in a later section) but rather one of its immediate corollaries, 
namely that the simple Chevalley groups of rank one and characteristic 
two are, with the exception of A,(4) and A,(8), characterized among the 
finite simple groups by their Sylow 2-subgroups. All of these simple groups 
have been characterized by their Sylow 2-subgroups previously ([3]. [12], 
[15], [21]), but Goldschmidt’s result is the first to provide a unified approach 
to this problem. 
The purpose of this paper is to point out the relevance of Goldschmidt’s 
result to the characterization of Chevalley groups of characteristic two and 
rank bigger than one by their Sylow 2-subgroups. It obviously makes sense 
to begin with the Chevalley groups of rank two, namely A, , 2A, , 2A,, B, , 
G,, 34, and 2Fq in the Chevalley notation. At this point we remark that 
Suzuki ([16], [17]) and Thomas ([IS], [19], [20]) have characterized some 
of these groups by conditions placed on the centralizers of involutions, and 
moreover Collins [4] has recently characterized the simple Chevalley groups 
of type A,(2n) by their Sylow 2-subgroups. 
Before stating the main result of the present paper, we remind the reader 
of the following definition: if X is a finite group with Sylow 2-subgroup S, 
the group G is said to be of type X if a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is isomorphic to 
S. With this definition in mind, the main result of this paper is the following: 
THEOREM A. If G is a jkite simple group of type G,(q), q = 2% > 4, 
then Gs G,(q). 
* Part of this research was done at the Mathematics Institute of the University of 
Warwick during the group theory year 1972-1973. 
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We remark that ;f G is a group of type G,(2) her? G cannot be sim$k [Sj* 
With regard to the problem of characterizing the other rank two Ghevalley 
groups (of characteristic two) by their Sylow 2-subgroups, the proof of 
Theorem A should be thought of as a prototype, We hope to return to the 
remaining groups in later papers. 
efore beginning the proof of Theorem A, we should like to consider the 
relevance of Theorem A to more general problems. Indeed, in the context 
of Gorenstein’s programme for classifying the finite simple groups [IO], the 
classification of such groups by their Sylow 2-subgroups appears (at the 
moment) to be relatively unimportant. Results like Theorem A merely 
provide temporary solace, in that no new simple groups arise. There is, 
however, another way in which one can view results like Theorem A which 
we would Iike to describe. 
The Embedding Problem 
Before stating the embedding problem, we will mention a few properties 
of the finite Chevalley groups which arise from the adjoint representation 
Let G*(q) be such a group, where q = pr is a power of the prime p (we 
are not assuming thatp = 2 here). Unless G*(q) is of Chevalley-type 4(a), 
&% G,(2)> or 4% G*(q) is a simple group. Let P: be a Sylow p-subgroup 
of G”(q) with B = N(U). If G*(g) h as rank I then there are precisely 2$ 
subgroups of G*(q) which contain B, called the parabolic subgroups of 
G*(q). Moreover if P is a parabolic subgroup then O,,(P) = 1. 
Xow let G*(q) and U be as above; and suppose that G, is a Rnlte group 
satisfying the following 
(b) @‘(@,J = Go 2 
(c) uO is a Sylow p-subgroup of G, and V, is isomorphic to U. 
Then we will say that the group G*(q) admits an affirmative somtion to 
the embedding problem if, for each such choice of G, and h/, , there is 
parabolic subgroup P of G*(q) and an isomorphic embedding 8: GO-+ 
such that the following diagram commutes: 
Here, all horizontal maps are the canonical embeddings. 
Now it is certainly not the case that alI adjoint Chevalley groups have an 
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affirmative solution to the embedding problem. Indeed the groups A,@“) 
have elementary abelian Sylow p-subgroups and obviously are a counter- 
example. Less trivially, the group A,(2) has a Sylow 2-subgroup isomorphic 
to that of both the Mathieu group A&a, and the sporadic group HTH originally 
found by Held [14], and if we let G*(q) = A,(2) with G,, = Mz, or HTH it 
is easy to check that B does not exist. However, if G*(g) is not of Chevalley- 
type A, , or A, and if q > 2 then counterexamples are harder to find. 
In fact we will prove the following result. 
THEOREM B. The Chevalleygroup G,(q), q = 2” > 4, admits an a@mative 
solution to the embedding problem. 
It is quite clear that Theorem B implies Theorem A. For if we choose 
the group G,, to be simple the fact that all proper parabolic subgroups of 
G*(q) are nonsimple forces P = G*(q), so that 6’ is the required isomorphism. 
It turns out that we have to study the embedding problem for G,(2”) in 
order to prove Theorem A, so that the proofs of both Theorem A andTheorem 
B are completed at essentially the same time. This is also the case in 141, 
where Collins shows that A,(q) h as an affirmative solution so the embedding 
problem for q = 2” 3 4. 
Now G,(q), q = 2” 2 4, has precisely four parabolic subgroups, that is 
subgroups containing B = N(U) for U a Sylow 2-subgroup of G,(q). These 
are B, G,(q) itself, and two others which we denote by PI and Pz . For 
i = I,2 Pi is a 2-local subgroup with O(P,) = 1, and setting Pi = Oz(Pi), 
Oz’(PJ is a split extension of Fi by a group Li isomorphic SL(2, q). Next, 
suppose that G is an arbitrary finite group of type G,(q), 4 = 2” >, 4, 
with S a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. The idea of the proof of Theorems A and B 
is to study the groups No(D) and No(N), where D and M correspond to FI 
and F,, respectively, under the isomorphism ?J z 5’. We will establish 
the following four results: 
PROPOSITION 1 .l. Either N,(D) is solvable of 2-length one OY else 
N,(D)/D . O(N,(D)) is a T.I.-group in the sense of Suzuki [17]. Similarly, 
either N,(M) is solvable of 2-length one or N,(M)/MO(N,(M)) is a T.I.-group. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose that N,(M) has 2-length one. Then G = 
O(G) . No(D). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Suppose that N,(D) has 2-length one, and Y = Z(M). 
Then G = O(G) . N,(Y). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Suppose that neither N,(M) nay N,(D) have 2-length 
one. Then 02’(G/O(G)) g G,(q). 
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It is quite clear that Theorem A is an immediate corollary of Propositions 
3.2, 1.3, and 1.4. Once we have proved Proposition 1 .I it is a simple matter 
to completely describe the structure of No(D) and Xo(M), after which we 
take up the proofs of Propositions 1.2 and 1.3. These are based on the approach 
used in Section V of [IS], and the idea is to construct certain abelian sub- 
groups of S, which are strongly-closed in S with respect to G. Having done 
this Goldschmidt’s result [8] enables us to conclude the proofs. Turning to 
the proof of Proposition 2.4, the idea is to construct the grou 
a central involution in S and show that it is isomorphic to the corresponding 
group in G&q) (which we shall denote by%‘& With the help of the first three 
propositions we are able to construct C,(x), but we can show only that it 
is isomorphic to an odd order extension of %7p . At this point however, we 
can use a theorem of Harris [13] to complete the proof. 
.A.!1 of our notation is standard and, especially where the nomenclature 
for subgroups of G is concerned, follows that established in [IS]. 
2. THE SYL~W ~-SUBGROUP OF G,(P) 
In this section we will describe the Sylo-w &subgroup S of the group 
Ga2(2m)e Almost all of this information can be found in [IS] and is collected 
here for convenience and completeness ake. 
Let F = CT(q), q = 2”, the finite field with 2% elements. Then the group 
escribed as follows: S is a product of six elementary abelian 
subgroups, S = S S S S S S a b a+b 2atb 3aib 3af2b * If we set 2:f = (a, 5, 42 f b, 
2a + b 3a + b, 3a + 2b}, then for each Y E E+ we can denote the elements 
of S, by {xr(~) : 01 E r>. Each S, is elementary abelian with mdtipkation 
%(+@I = x,la + P>. 
Th e product of any two elements of S can be determined by the following 
formula: 
ixcdolh xb(81 = %+b(d> x2a+b(a2@) %cz+b(‘+h (2.~) 
i%(“lh %+b(is)l = %~+b(~2@ X3a+2b~“l~zj~ @-a 
L%(4, %a+dPH = %a+a(+% cw 
!%I(~>> %+b(@I = %+2bk+% (2.4) 
[%~+b(~), X2a+b(&l = %+2b(+h (2.3 
[a+(~.), x@)] = 1 otherwise 
the fact that each element x of S has a unique expression in the form 
24 = %(‘4 Xb(%) XLx+b(%) X2a+b(%) %a*b(%) %a+Zb(%l- 
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AI involutions of S have one of the following forms: 
xa(4 %+b@) Xzai-a(@) X3a*b(l/) %a+2b(% ix 5 0, 
Xbb) Xa+b(P) Xza+a(Y> X3a+b(4% x3a+za(% 01 f 0, 
%,b(4 X3a+bCB) X3a+2bw, a f 0, 
Xza+b(“) x3a+b(P) X3a+2b(Y), 8 # 0, 
X3a+b(4 %*2bm> cx # 0, 
X3a+2b(“), 01 # 0. 
We shall say that these involutions are of type (a), (b), (a + 6), (2~2 + b), 
(3~ + b), or (3~ + 2b), respectively. These six types of involutions are 
conjugate in S to 44, xb(4 x2a+b(~ + ~-lP>, x,+b(4, xZafb(4, x3a+b(4, 
and zaa+ab(a), respectively, and the number of their conjugates in S is q3, q2, 
q2, q2, q, 1 respectively. S has order q 6. Each maximal elementary abelian 
subgroup of S has order q3. There are five classes of such subgroups in S, 
with representatives T = SaS3afbS3a+2b , U = SbS2atbS3at2b , V = 
SbSa+bS3a+2b ) w = S2afbS3a+bS3a+2b , x = Sa+bS3aibS3a+2b . Of these, Only 
W and X are normal in S, while the others each have q conjugates in S. 
We set 2 = Z(S) = S3a+2b , Y = Z,(S) = S,,S,,, . Finally, set 
M = C,(Y) = s s s s s a a+b 2a-tb 3&b 3af2b andD=SS S S S b a+b 2&b 3a+b 3a+Zb * 
As noted in [18], M is characteristic in any Sylow 2-subgroup of G in which 
it is contained, as it is the unique subgroup of S of order q5 with center 
of order q2. 
LEMMA 2.1. S has an involutorial automorphism which intuchanges 
Wand X. 
Proof. See (6.24) of [IS]. 
We also need the following technical result. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that x E S - D and that x2 EZ. Then x is an 
involution. 
PfOof. Suppose that x = %(%> xb(a2) Xa+b(013) X2a+b(a4) X3a+b(%) X3a+2b(a6)a 
Because x 6 D then 01~ + 0. Using the formulae (2.1)-(2.5), we find that 
x2 = xa(%> xb(a2) %+b(‘%) X2a+b(a4) X3a+b(“5) %(%> 
x xb(“12) %da3) X2a+b(%) X3a+b(a55) 
= x,(adxb(a2h X3a+b(a5)l Xa+b(°C3) X2a+b(a4) Xa(al> 
x %+b(%la2) x2a+b(%2a2)- X3a+b(a13a2) xa+b(a3) X2a+b(atl) 
= xa(%) h+b(%), X2a+b(a4~1 xa(%) X3a+b(‘%%) 
x X3a+2b(a10132) %+b(‘%012) X2a+b(“12a2) * 3a+b(a13a2) 
EX a+btala2) X2a+b(a12a2) x3a+b(a+k + al2% + a13”2) tmod z>’ 
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Since x2 E Z, then uniqueness of expression forces 011~~ = 0 = 0112a:2, 
and also O1l~q + z12~, + a13c1a = 0. As a1 # 0 then a2 = 0 and 01~ = CIRCLE s 
Thus in fact x = x,(ol,) x,,,(og) xn,&aIa3) xSatb(m5) x3a+26(~6), and x is an 
involution of type (a), as required. 
3. 2-CONSTRAINED GROUPS OF TYPE f&($7), 4 = 2” 2 4 
We recall that the group X is said to be a-constrained if a Syiow &subgroup 
R of O,,,,(X) satisfies C,$?) < O,,.,(X). 
The first main result of this section is the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.1~ Suppose that G is an arbitrary 2-co~t~~~~ea grou$ of 
type Gz(q), q = 2% > 4, with Sylow 2-subgroup S, and suppose ~~~the~ that 
O(G) = 1. Then O,(G) = Id, M, OY S. 
Until further notice, G will be a group satisfying the hypotheses of 
Proposition 3.1. We shall prove Proposition 3.1 in a seqtience of lemmas. 
We start with the following. 
LEMMA 3.1. Y u G ;f, and on& if, M u 6, 
Pmoj. If M 4 G then clearly Y = Z(M) d 6. Suppose conversely 
that Y 4 G, then CG( Y) 4 G and O(C,( Y)) = 1. Now as G is Z-constrained 
then so a!so both C,(Y) and C,(Y)/Y are 2-constrained. 
subgroup of C,(Y) and M/Y a &,-subgroup of C,(Y)/Y. As M/Y is ek- 
mentary abelian then M/Y = O,(C,( Y)/Y), and hence .M (1 G, as required. 
LEMMA 3.2. Y < O,(G). 
Proof. Set N = O,(G). Z is clearly contained in N by 2-constraint 
First suppose that IV contains an involution x which is of type (a), (a + b) 
or (2a + b). As all involutions of the coset x.Y are conjugate in S it follows 
that Y < xs < N, as required. Suppose that Q = L?I(N) < Y. As Q u 
we have that C,(Q)/Q is 2- constrained, and so Y/Q < ~(Q~(C~(Q)/~)~ <
S,(C,(Q)/Q), from which the desired conclusion follows. Finally, we must 
consider the case that QI(N) contains an involution x of typ b), but none 
of type (a), (a f- b) or (2a + b). In this case we must have = Z(fqN)) 
since by Eq. (2.4) we have Cs3,+b(x) = 1. But then Y/Z < ~(~~(C~(~)/~)) < 
@d@~(z)/Q, d g an a ain the desired containment f~ollows. 
From now on we will denote O,(G) by N. Next we prove 
]L;EMMA 3.3. suppose that Q,(N) < M. Then either N = ity, N 2 X, 
OY M = f&(N). 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.2 we have Y < N. If Y = fir(N), then Y 4 G, 
so M Q G by Lemma 3.1, a contradiction. Hence Y < G1(N). 
Next suppose that Q = G,(N) < W. As Y <Q it follows from the 
commutator-formula that W = C,(Q) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(Q) 4 G. 
Hence W = O,(CG(Q)) = Q. W e will now show that W = N, so suppose 
this to be false. Thus there is an element x EN - W, and we may take 
x = X,(%) Xb(%) %+b(%). If a1 = 0 then x is an involution, which is non- 
sense, so 01~ # 0. If aa = 0, then N contains the element y = xa(al) x 
Xa+b(%) xza+dws) 6 Q&V - W. Th is is also a contradiction, so we can 
suppose that % # 0. In this case N contains the element x2. An easy calcula- 
tion shows that 9 = ~~+~(qol,) (mod W). As 01~ , aa # 0, then N contains 
xasa(al%) E J&(N) - W, a contradiction. Thus we have shown that if 
Qr(N) < W then N = W. Similarly, if Qr(N) < X then N = X. 
Suppose that J&(N) is contained in neither W nor X. Then it is easy to 
see from the commutator formulae that Y = 2(.&(N)) q 6, and so M Q G 
by Lemma 3.1. Thus Lemma 3.3 is proved. 
LEMMA 3.4. If M = l&(N) then M = N. 
Proof. Otherwise x = xn(al) xb(olz) ... EN - M, so that 01s # 0. But 
then also xb(+) EN - M, an impossibility as x,(q) is an involution. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that O,(N) Q: M. Then either N = D OY M 4 G. 
Proof. As SZ,(N) Q M then N contains an involution x of type (b). 
Suppose that N also contains an involution of type (a). In this case we find 
that Y = 2,(&(N)) u G and so M u G by Lemma 3.1. 
Hence we may assume that G1(N) < D. If 2 < 2(&(N)) ~3 S we must 
have 2(&(N)) n Ssafb f 1. But Cs,,+,(x) = 1 so this is impossible. Hence 
Z = Z(ar(N)) 4 G and C,(Z)/Z is 2- constrained. If N < D, the fact that 
D/Z is elementary abelian forces D/Z = O,(C,(Z)[Z), and hence D = N 
in this case. Finally, suppose that N < D. Then there is an element y = 
X&l) .*. EN with 011 # 0. If we set G = G/Zit is easy to see that Y = C&V). 
Thus we have Y = Z(n), Y = Z,(N) d 6, and so M -3 G by Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose that L&(N) Qc M and M 4 G. Then N = S. 
Proof. For under these conditions it is easy to see that Z 4 G, Y 4 G 
and WX = Z,(S) 13 G. Let B be the stabilizer of the chain MD WX D 
Y D Z D 1 in G. Evidently S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of B and moreover 
B <I G. Suppose that P is a Sylow p-subgroup of B for p an odd prime. Then 
[P, M] = 1. But Co(Y) < G is a 2-constrained group with Sylow 2-subgroup 
M. It follows that P < O(Co(Y)) = 1, and thus B = S 4 6, as required. 
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utting together the results of these first six lemmas, we have shown the 
following: 
LEMMA 3.7. iiris one ofthegloups w, i%?; M, ld QY s. 
efore eliminating the first two possibilities, we prove the following. 
b3MMA 3.8. Either N(#) = N&s), OT ~~‘(~~(~~~i~~~ g SL(2,q). 
Proof. For suppose that NG(M) has two Sylow 2-subgroups L!$ ) ~9~ 
such that M < S, 17 8, = R. As G is &constrained then so is NG(R>, so 
by Lemma 3.7 we have @(N,(R)) = &‘I = S, . This proves that N6(is4)jJ& 
is a T.l.-group with abelian Sylow &subgroups of order q > 4, so Lemma 3.8 
follows from Suzuki’s classification of such groups [173. 
In the same way, we also obtain the following. 
Proof. The maximal elementary abelian subgroups of S contained in 
are all conjugate in S to one of U, V, W, or X. Thus 
such subgroups, namely the q conjugates of U and Y, together with 
Each of these groups is normal in D, and so there is a per 
2’(No(D)/D) E SL(2, q) on these 2q + 2 subgroups. If 9, is the orbit 
of SL(2, q) containing U, then 3x must contain at least the q S-conjugates 
of U, and similarly for the orbit 0, containing I/. It follows that / %“, j ==q, 
q + 1, q + 2,2q, 2q + I, or 2q + 2. As q = 2” >, 4 the only two possibilities 
are j SC1 j = q + 1 or 2q + 2. 
Suppose that j 3YI / = 2p + 2. In this case W - X in 6. As W and X are 
both normal in 5’ it follows that we can choose g E G such that WQ = X 
and 53 = S, that is g E NG(S). But if N(S) = SET with 
of S in N(S), H must fix both W and X as I-p has odd o 
are the only two normal abelian subgroups of S of order q3. Thus 
As this fact contradicts the assumed existence of g, we are forced to conclude 
that/X,1i2q+2.ItfollowsthatiX,j=/X,I=q~-,andLemma 
5.“io follows. 
A similar analysis proves the following. 
&EMMA 3.1 ‘e. Su@ose that OP’(NG(M)jM) gg SL(2, q). Then &her 
7-w and X u No(M), OY T N X and W CI NG(M). 
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LEMMA 3.12. The two possibilities N = W and N = X are impossible. 
Proof. AS the proofs of these two cases are entirely analogous we shall 
restrict our attention to the possibility that N = W. First we show that 
W = S(G), the solvable radical of G. For otherwise, let 1 #Q be a Hall 
2’-subgroup of O,,,,(G), so that G = W * No(Q). If we set R = S, . W then 
R = W * Ns(Q). Set RI = Ns(Q). Now RI n Wcentralizes Q and RJR, n W 
is elementary abelian, so if I =x, ,..., x, is a set of (right) coset representatives 
of RI n W in RI , we have Q = (Co(xJ : 2 < i < s). Set Qi = Co(xJ for 
2<i<s. 
Now xi E R, so xi = xa(~Jwi with oli E I’ and wi E W. Suppose that 
oli=0.Thenx~=wi~R,~W,soxi==1andi=1.Thusfori>2we 
have 01% # 0. Hence for i 3 2, Qi normalizes C,(xJ = Cw(xa(ai)) = Y as 
follows from Eq. (2.3). As Q = (Qi : i > 2) it follows that Q normalizes 
Y. By Lemma 3.1 we deduce that Q even normalizes M. Suppose that 
N,(M) has 2-length 1. Then Q normalizes S. According to Lemma 3.8 the 
only other possibility is that Oz’(NG(M)/M) G SL(2, q), in which case 
[Q, S] < 03’(No(M)). But S = W + N,(Q), and so [Q, s] = [Q, WI 
[Q, Ns(Q)] < W. Q. From this we find that [QM/M, S/M] < QM/M. AS 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of 5X(2,4) normalizes no group of odd order for 4 3 4, 
we deduce that [QM/M, S/M] = 1, that is [Q, S] < M. So in either case Q 
normalizes S. But then [Q, S] = [Q, W] < W, as W <4(S) it follows that 
Q centralizes S. Hence Q < O(G) = 1 as claimed. 
Now the quotient group G/W is of type L,(q). Having shown that W = 
S(G), it follows from a theorem of Collins [4] that O?‘(G/W) rL,(q). Set 
G = G/W with L = 03’(G) r&(q). From the structure of L,(q) we find 
that O”‘(Nz(D)/D) s SL(2, q), and hence also O”‘(N,(D)/D) z SL(2,q). 
From Lemma 3.10 we find that W + N,(D), which is ridiculous as we are 
supposing that W 4 G. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.12. 
To prove Proposition 1.1, observe that if G is any group of type G,(q), 
4 = 2”, then both No(D) and N,(M) are 2-constrained. Thus Proposition 
1.1 is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9. 
We prove two final results in this section which will be of use later on. 
Again, G is a 2-constrained group of type G,(q), q = 2” > 4, O(G) = 1, 
and S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
LEMMA 3.13. Suppose that 02’(N,(D)/D) E SL(2, q). Then Z = 
Z(OB’(NG(D))) and moreover the extension OB’(NG(D))/D splits. 
Proof. We certainly have Z = Z(D). Now Z is elementary abelian of 
order q. As SL(2,q) can only act trivially on such a group, it is clear that 
2 = Z(02’(NG(D))). 
Now set N = 02’(NF(D)), so that N/D s SL(2, q), and further set 
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W = N/Z. Now S = S/Z is a Sylow 2-subgroup of ?$ and moreover 
- -. 
D Q S, D 1s elementary abelian and D is complemented in s. By a theorem 
of Gaschutz [6] B is complemented in X. Thus m = m and D n E = 1. 
Now E is a central extension of 2 by SL(2,q). Suppose that this extension 
splits: in this case W is clearly complemented in N and we are done. Suppose 
the extension does not split. In this case it is well-known that 4 = 4, that 
15 = Z, x E, with L, g SL(2,S) and 2, a subgroup of Z of index 2, and 
hence we have N = WL, with W nL, = Z(L,). In particular, S = W(S AL,) 
with S n L, a quaternion group. Choose x E (S n El> - Z(S CT LJ. Then 
x2 E Z and x E S - W. By Lemma 2.2 we must have x2 = 1. This is impos- 
sible, and so Lemma 3.13 follows. 
LEMMA 3.14. Suppose that @‘(NG(M)jM) E SL(2, q)* Then ~~‘(~~(~)) 
has a cyclic subgroup I? of order q + 1 which acts f~~be~~~s~ on Y = Z(M) 
(that is, C,(x) = 1 for x E A?). If2 fact the set of corzjugates {Zx : x E 
a partition of Y. 
Proof. Set N = 02’(NG(M)) and m = N/M= SL(2, q). It is well- 
known that m has a cyclic subgroup i?, of order 4 + B which permutes the 
Sylow 2-subgroups of R cyclically. Now the inverse image R, of 
2-complement I?, so that R is cyclic of order 4 + 3 and permutes the Sylow 
2-subgroups of N cyclically. 
Tc’ow suppose that some element y E Y - Z is conjugate In N to no 
eiement of Z, and let x be the N-orbit containing y. Thus / x j < 42 - Q~ 
As y is not a central involution then M is a Sylow Z-subgroup of C,(y), 
as so j C,(y)] = q5 . d, where d 1 q - 1 or d 1 q + 1. Since / N j = 1 x j 
1 cN(y)j we deduce that 1 x / = j N \/I C&I)/ = @(@ - 1)/q% 3 q2 - q. 
Hence in fact j x j = q2 - q, so x exhausts all elements of Y outside of 
Z and so Z Q N. As SL(2, q) h as no transitive representations of degree 
less that 4 (for q = 2” > 4) then Z < Z(N). But N acts on Y/Z which also 
has order q9 so N acts trivially on Y/Z also. But then N = @‘(N) must 
centralize Y, which is nonsense. We have therefore shown that eachy E Y - Z 
is conjugate to some element of Z, in other words Y is the union of the 
conjugates Zn as az runs over N. Now 2 < N so i NM(Z)1 = @(q - I), as 
NN(Z) = N&Z) = N&S). Thus 2 has exactly ; N : N,,(Z)1 = 4 $ 1 
conjugates in N, and the lemma follows easily. 
4. THE DEGENERATE CASES 
In this section we will prove Propositions 1.2 and. 1.3. As we have said 
before the approach is similar to that used in Section V of [18]. 
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Throughout this section G is a group of type G,(p), 4 = 2” > 4, with 
Sylow &subgroup S. To start with we assume the following. 
HYPOTHESIS 4.1. No(M) is solvable of 2-length 1. 
LEMMA 4.1. NG( W) and NG(X) are both solvable of 2-length 1. 
Proof. As both cases are very much the same, we will content ourselves 
with proving Lemma 4.1 for N = No(W) only. Set w = N/O(N). Now as W 
is an element of SCN(S) we certainly have that N, and hence also H, is -- 
2-constrained. By Proposition 3.1 it follows that O,(x) is either D, M, or S. 
If O,(iy) = S we are done. If 02(fl) = a then N = O(N) NN(M). 
But N,(M) has 2-length 1 by Hypothesis 4.1, so this case cannot occur. 
Finally, suppose that O,(n) = a. Thus N = O(N) * N,(D). Seth = N,(D), 
e = L/O(L), so that L is 2-constrained. If L has 2-length 1 we arrive at a 
contradiction as before, so the only other possibility is that O”(L)ja z 
SL(2, 4). But as w d 5? this contradicts Lemma 3.10, and we are done. 
LEMMA 4.2. No element of W - Z OY X - Z is conjugate to an element 
of z. 
Proof. Again we will prove the result for elements of W, as the proof for 
X is the same. First suppose that y E Y - Z is conjugate to an element of Z. 
Thus a Sylow 2-subgroup S, of Co(y) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Further- 
more as Y = Z(M) we can choose S, so that M < S, . Now there is a 
g E G such that yg E Z and S, 0 = S. By the uniqueness property of M 
mentioned in Section 2 we must have Mg = M. Now by Hypothesis 4.1, 
N,(M) = W&W) NdSh so we can assume without loss that g E No(S). 
But Z d No(S), so if y E Z then also ye E Z. We have shown that no element 
of Y - Z is conjugate to an element of 2. 
Suppose that x E W - Z is conjugate to an element of Z. Thus by the 
first paragraph we have x E W - Y. Set C = Co(x) so that C contains 
a Sylow 2-subgroup S, of G. We may assume that W < S, . NOW NG(W) 
has Z-length 1 by Lemma 4.1, so N(W) = O(N( W)) . N(S). Thus Nc( W) = 
O(N(W)) . N,(S). It f II o ows that a Sylow %-subgroup of NC(W) may be 
taken to be C,(x), which has order qQ. On the other hand, all maximal 
elementary abelian subgroups of S have order q3 and normalizers of order 
at least qj. Hence the same is true of S, . In particular, j Nsl( W)l > q5, 
so Sylow 2-subgroups of Nc( W) h ave order at least q5. This is a contradiction, 
and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.3. N,(T) is solvable of 2dength 1, with M a Sylow 2-subgroup. 
Proof. Because N(M) has 2-length 1, the fact that M is a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of N(T) follows immediately from the fact that M = N,(T). 
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Since IF E SCN(M) then N = N&r) is certainly 2-canstrained. Set 
w = N/O(N), and suppose to begin with that T f )* In this case the 
commutator relations (2.2) and (2.3) gives that Y ,(rn)), so Y Q iv. 
- -. 
But 5 = Z(B) and CR(Y)/Y IS 2- constrained with a trivial 2-regular core. 
--. -- -- 
As M/Y 1s abelian it follows that M/Y = 0,(C8(Y)/Y), and hence LV 4 w 
in this case, as required. 
So in proving 4.3, we may assume that rT = 0,(,&Q We may also assume 
that O”‘(.V) = W. Now by Walter’s theorem classifying graups with abeiian 
Sylow &&group [21] we find that ~?=F~V/T IS a direct product -qi X .~ I X 2, 
of simple groups. Let XI be the inverse image of ?r In m, with & a Syiow 
2-subgroup of x1. As x1 4 w then n = x1 ~ PJ’~(~I) by the Frattinl 
argument. Now as T < S, 4 iiZ and iV&Sr) is 2-constrained with a trivial 
&regular core, the argument of the second paragraph proves that 
@ Q N&&). It follows immediately that in fact IG = zI, so that 
i?z Iz”(2, qy, h w ere we are again quoting Walter’s theorem to 
the fact that j ?ii? : T j = q” > 16. Thus I% has a cyclic subgroup 
q2 - I acting transitively an the nonidentity elem s of ii. Giearly 57 has 
a subgroup WI with the same properties, and 1 normalizes W. Thus 
If R, is the inverse image of 
= Q(N) . N&W). Hf we set 
)) N(S) by Hypothesis 4.1. N 
4 N(S). Thus I?, normalizes O(N(~~))~~ and R, normalizes 
(N)W, and consequently Br normalizes FE But we have T < WT < MS 
so in particular RI cannot act transitively on M/r. This is a contradiction, 
and so we have shown that w must be solvable. -- 
Thus as N/T has elementary abehan S,-subgroups then X = O,,,,JLv). 
To show that fl is &closed we proceed as in Lemma 3.12, so suppose that 
1 # g is a Hall Z-subgroup of O,,,(m). Then w = T-V8 
R = TX&,, then R = TN&J). Now the argument of Lemma 
that Y is normalized by g. Thns P 0 ?? and so also &if = C,?(y) Q -q, as 
required. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.3. S(N( 
normalizes O(N)W, and consequently w, normalizes W. -~ -- 
T < ZrJT < I@, so in particular RI cannot act transitively cn &f]T. This is 
a contradiction, and Lemma 4.3 follows. 
LEMMA 4.4. No element of T - Z is conjugate to an element of .%. 
Proof. ecause N(T) has 24ength 1 by Lemma 4.3, the proof of Lemma 
4.4 is precisely the same as in the second paragraph of the proof of Lemma 4.2, 
so we shall omit the detaiis. 
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LEMMA 4.5. No element of U - Z OY V - Z is conjugate to an element 
of 2. 
Proof. As the two cases are entirely analogous, we shall confine our 
attention to proof of the lemma for the group U only. First observe that 
D = Ns( U). Suppose that U is conjugate to either W or X in G. By Lemma 
4.2 both Wand X have exactly q - 1 central involutions. Thus in this case 
the same is true of U, and the lemma is clear. Hence we may suppose that U 
is not conjugate to W or X, in which case D is a Sylow 2-subgroup of No(U) 
and No(U) is 2-constrained. 
Next we show that N,(D) is solvable of 2-length 1. For if not, then 
NG(D)/D * WW is a T.I.-group by Proposition 1.1; and furthermore it 
follows immediately from Lemma 3.10 that U is conjugate to one of W or X. 
As we are supposing that this is not the case, it follows that N,(D) is indeed 
solvable of 2-length 1. 
Set N = N&U) with N = N/O(N). If u # O,(N) the commutator -- 
relations in S show that Z = [O,(N), O,(N)] 4 ilf Because D/Z is ele- 
mentary abelian and because C&Z)/Z is 2-constrained with a trivial 2- 
regular core, we find in this case that D/Z = O,(C&Z)/Z) and hence B -3 N, 
that is N has 2-length 1. Suppose that i!? = O,(N). In this case we can 
repeat the argument used in paragraph 3 of Lemma 4.3 to obtain a contra- 
diction, using the fact obtained above that NG(D) has 2-length 1. 
Thus N = NG( U) has 2-length 1. So we are again in the position to 
obtain a contradiction as in Lemma 4.2. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 4.5. 
LEMMA 4.6. Z is strongly closed in S with respect to G. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemmas 4.2, 4.4, and 4.5 since 
all involutions of S are conjugate in S to some involution of either T, U, 
V, W, or X. 
LEMMA 4.7. O(G) Z Q G. 
Proof. We may assume that O(G) = 1 and try to prove that Z 4 G. 
To do this we use the important result of Goldschmidt [S]. In the language 
of that paper Lemma 4.6 says that G is an S(Z)-group, so the main theorem 
of [8] tells us that G is an S*(Z)-group. 
Now set K = ZG 4 G. Because O(G) = 1 we also have O(K) = 1. 
Thus Goldschmidt’s theorem tells us that K is a central product of an 
abelian 2-group and quasisimple groups of type I and II. Moreover quasi- 
simple groups of type I are, by definition, perfect central extensions of the 
simple groups L,(2”), n > 3, S.z(22n+1), n > 1, and U,(2”), n > 2. Quasi- 
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simple groups L of type II are perfect central extensions of either La(Q), 
q s 3 or 5 (mod 8) or a group of type JR, with Z(L) of odd order. Using 
the fact that O(K) = 1 and that all of the Schur muitipkrs of the appropriate 
simple groups are known (we refer the reader to [ll]), it is easy to see that 
the only possibility for a quasisimple normal subgroup L of K which is noi 
actually simple is for L to be a perfect centrai extension of S.@). 
We will show that K is a 2-group, in which case we clearly have 
.K = 2 d 6, as required. So suppose first that R has a simple normal 
subgroup having an abelian Sylow 2-subgroup, and let A be the product 
of all such subgroups. Thus 1 # A 4 G and a Sylow 2-subgroup SO = A n S 
of A is elementary abelian. Suppose that SO < Z = Z(S). Then S centralizes 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of each component of A, and hence S centralizes each 
component of A (or at least induces inner automorphisms of each such 
component) and so S = S,, . C,(A). iBs 23, < Z < $(Sj then S = C&A), 
which is ridiculous. Thus SO 4: Z. As SO d S then Z < S, . Now C,(A) 4 S 
and So IT C,(A) = 1, and so C,(A) = 1. Hence S acts faithfully on A. Kow 
the same argument as above shows that no element of S - S, can act trivially 
on so 9 and so S,, is self-centralizing in 5’. Thus S, is either W or X, and in 
particu!ar SO <$(S). Let H be a 2-complement to SO in NA(SO). Then 
SH = SO, N&N) = S,,HN,r(H), and S = SON,(N). This forces S = 
Ns(H), yielding the contradiction that N centralizes S, . We have proved 
that A = 1. 
Now suppose that I # B is the product of all simple normal subgroups 
of K, set S, = S n B and TO = .Q,(S,). After the result of the previous 
paragraph we may suppose that each component of B is isomorphic to some 
SQ”+‘) or U&P) for some appropriate n. In particular TO = Z(S,), 
As SO 4 S and S, is non-abelian we must have Z < SO, and so in fact 
Z < TO . This also implies that S acts faithfully on B. Suppose that there 
is an involution t of S - a, which centralizes CFQ . Tnus t E S - S, ~ It 
follows that t induces an inner automorphism of B, and so C,( 
which is false. ence we must have lrO = W or X, which is also impossible. 
Assuming K is not a a-group, we must have K = F * C, where 
F = O,(K) < Z and 1 # C is a central product of nontrivial perfect central 
extensions of Sz(8). Set SO = @ r\ S, a Sylow 2-subgroup of C. As S, d S 
we have Z < SO and thus K = C. Now it is well-known (cf. Proposition 
3(ii) of 131) that S, has class 3, that Z(S,) = Z(C), and moreover Alperin 
and Gorenstein prove in [2] that / Z(S,)i < 4. As Z < Z(S,) we deduce that 
Z = Z(S,> has order 4. Thus p = 4 and j S 1 = 212. As a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of Sk@) has order 26 it follows that C/Z= &k(S). Now Sz(8) has no 
involutorial outer automorphisms, and it is easy to deduce that C,(C) 
properly contains Z. This is not the case, and so the proof of Lemma 4.7 is 
complete. 
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LEMMA 4.8. D is strongly closed in S with respect to G. 
Proof. Choose x E T - Y. We first prove that T is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of Co(x). For if N = N,(T) then N is solvable of 2-length 1 by Lemma 4.3, 
with Sylow 2-subgroup M. Thus N = O(N) . NN(M). 
Let S, be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Co(x) which contains T. Then we have 
T < Nsl(T) < C(x) n N = O(N) (NN(M) n C(X)). But since N,(M) is 
2-closed with Sylow 2-subgroup M then C,(X) = T is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of N,(M) n ‘$4 and so Nsl(T) = T. It follows that S, = T as claimed. 
Now suppose that some element x E S - D is conjugate to an element of D. 
As Q(G) . Z Q G by Lemma 4.7, we can define G = G/O(G) * 2. Hence f 
is conjugate to an element of a in G. As D is elementary abelian then J is an 
involution, that is x2 E O(G) * 2. Thus in fact x2 E 2 and then Lemma 2.2 
yields x2 = 1. Hence x is an involution of type (a), so we can assume that 
x = x,(a) E T for some 01 # 0. By the first paragraph a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of C,(x) has order 4 3. But each involution of D has centralizer of order at 
least q4 in S, so x cannot be conjugate to any such involution. This contra- 
diction completes the proof of Lemma 4.8. 
LEMMA 4.9. O(G)D 4 G. In particular, Proposition 1.2 is true. 
Proof. We can suppose that O(G) = 1 and try and prove that D d G. 
By Lemma 4.7 we have Z 4 6, so set G = G/Z. By Lemma 4.8 G is an 
S(D)-group (observe that D is elementary abelian), so by the main result 
of [S] G is an S*(D)-group also. Now we may assume without loss that 
Oa’(G) = G, in which case 2 = Z(G) and O(G) = 1. Thus if x = D”, 
Goldschmidt’s theorem tells us that R is a central product of an abelian 
2-group and quasisimple groups of type I and II as described in Lemma 4.7. 
First of all, let A be the product of all those simple normal subgroups J? 
of E for which the extension E = LIZ splits. Then clearly A admits S and 
A = Z x A, , where A, is a direct product of simple groups. If S, = S n A, 
thenS,(1SandsoS,,nZ# l.ThisisfalseunlessS,, = l,andsoA= 1. 
Thus if z is a simple normal subgroup of x we must have L s L,(q) for 
q E 3, 5 (mod 8) ore g Sz(8), and moreover the extension 2 = L/Z does 
not split. Suppose a component of the first kind exists. Then we must have 
L = Z, x L, with L, z SL,(q), q = 3, 5(S), and 1 # Z, a subgroup of 
index 2 in Z. Suppose that (z) = Z n L, and let i? be the product of all 
of those components E with the property that (z> is the Frattini subgroup 
of a Sylow 2-group of the inverse image L of E in G. Then B admits S and 
B = Z, x B, with B, a central product of copies of SL(2, q)‘s, q = 3, 5 
(mod 8). But then B, n S Q S and B, n S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of B, . 
As B, is non-abelian then Z < B, n S, which is not the case. Thus B = 1. 
Suppose that R has a component x of the second kind, i.e., z E Sx(8) and 
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k/Z does not split. If there is a “partial” splitting as in the last case the same 
argument yields a contradiction. So we can assume that L is a perfect central 
extension of Z by &z(8), . m which case j Z / = 4 and / S j = P. A considera- 
tion of orders now yields that E = O,(x) x E. If TO is a Sylow Z-subgroup 
0fL then 1 Q,(;l”,>\ = 23. Now as G is an S*(B)-group then D = O,(R) X 
.Q,(TJ witbout loss, and so j 0,(&C)\ = 25 as 1 / = F. But then a Sylow 
2-subgroup of R has order 21r, which is impossible. 
Thus we have shown that z is a central product of 
nontrivial perfect central extensions of &k(8). Let C be 
of all of those quasisimple components of K ecause none of these com- 
ponents is simple, because j Z 1 3 4, and since the multiplier of A’,@) is a 
four-group [2], the central extensions of Z must split at least partially and 
of the last paragraph yields a contradiction. ence 
(i G, and the lemma follows. 
For the remainder of this section we will assume 
YPQTHESIS 4.2. NG(D> is solvable of 2-length 1. 
In proving proposition 1.3, we may assume that 
W(N&q)/M - O(N&!f)) g SL(2, 4). 
PYOO~. For otherwise No(M) is solvable of 2-length 1 by proposition I .I I 
Thus Hypothesis 4.1 holds, and G = Q(G) No(D) by Proposition 1.2. Now 
ypothesis 4.2 gives G = O(G) * No(S) and hence also G = O(G) Non 
as reqirired. 
From now on we will therefore suppose that @‘(No(M)jM . ~(~~(~))) g 
SL(2, 4). Lemma 3.11 tells us that exactly one of the two subgroups I%‘? X 
is normal in No(M). We shall denote by W, that one of W and X which is 
not normal in N,(M). 
The proofs of Lemmas 4. I and 4.2 are easily adapted to prove the following, 
LEMMA 4.11. NG(Wo) is solvable of 2-length ‘1. Pdoreoaer ao element of 
W. - Y is conjugate to an element of Y. 
At this point we remark that by Lemma 3.14 ali involutions of Y are 
central involutions (i.e., conjugate to an element of Z), hence the same is true 
of any involution conjugate to an involution of Y. This observation is used 
in the proof of Lemma 4. I I and some of the following lemmas. 
~EiUMa 4.12. No involution of U - Y OY V - Y is conjtcgate do etn 
element of Y. 
4&x/35/3-4 
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Pyoof. As both proofs are analogous we confine our attention to U. 
Indeed, as U 4 D and N,(D) has 2-length 1 by hypothesis, it is not difficult 
to see that D = N,(U) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of No(U). The proof of 
Lemma 4.3 yields that NG(U) is solvable of 2-length 1, and then the proof 
of Lemma 4.2 suffices to obtain a contradiction if we assume that Lemma 4.12 
is false. 
LEMMA 4.13. No element of T - Y is conjugate to an element of Y. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.11 we have T - W, , and the lemma follows from 
Lemma 4. Il. 
LEMMA 4.14. O(G) * Y 4 G. In particular, Proposition 1.3 is true. 
Proof. We can assume that O(G) = 1 and try to prove that Y Q G. 
At any rate we have that Y is strongly closed in S with respect to G. For all 
involutions of S - Y are conjugate in S to involutions of one of W,, , T, U 
or V, and so no element of Y is conjugate to an element of S - Y by Lemmas 
4.11, 4.12, and 4.13. As Y is abelian then G is an S( Y)-group, and thereby 
also an S*(Y)-group by Goldschmidt’s theorem. Finally, we may prove 
that Y Q G is in precisely the same way that was used to prove Z 4 G in 
Lemma 4.7, so we may safely leave the proof of Lemma 4.14 at this point. 
5. THE PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.4 
In this section we will prove that Proposition 1.4 holds, after which the 
Theorem A will also be proved. Thus from now on G is a group of type 
G,(g), q = 2” 3 4 satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 1.4. In trying 
to prove Proposition 1.4 we may, and shall, assume that O(G) = 1 and 
02’(G) = G, and try to prove that G z G,(q). 
Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G with 2 = Z(S), and fix an involution 
x E Z+. Set C = C,(a). As we have said before, our task is to prove that 
C s VQ , the centralizer of a central involution in G,(q). 
LEMMA 5.1. ThegroupQ = (O(C,(y)) :y E Y#> = (O(CG(x)) : x E Z#), 
and furthermore Q has odd order. 
Proof. First consider the group C: C is a group of type G,(q), and N,(M) 
is 2-constrained. By Lemma 3.14 we see that No(M)/&! . O(N,(M)) cannot 
be a T.I.-group as N,(M)/O(N,(M)) has a nontrivial center, so N,(M) 
satisfies Hypothesis 4.1. By Proposition 1.2 we have C = O(C) ’ N,(D), 
and in particular C is 2-constrained. Now as x is an arbitrary element of Z, 
it follows from Lemma 3.14 that C,(y) is 2-constrained for all y E Y. 
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It follows from this (c.f. Section 3.1 of [9]) that 0 is a Y-signalizer functor 
in the sense of [7]. By the main result of that paper, applicable since m(Y) 3 4, 
we have that = (O(C,(y)) : y E J?) has odd order. 
Finahy, it is trivial that (O(C(x)) : x e ,P> < 9. On the other hand, as N 
has odd order and admits 2 then & = (C,(x): x E a+). Since Co(x) admits S 
and C,(x) is 2-constrained then Co(x) < O(Co(x)), and hence 9 < 
(@C,(x): s% E .Z*), as required. 
LE~v~MA 5.2. Q = 1. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then Q # 1. Set N = No(Q) As Q has odd order 
and O(G) = 1 then N is a proper subgroup of 6, Moreover it is clear from 
the description of Q given in Lemma 5.1 that N contains both N,(M) and 
No(D). Tnus N satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 1.4. Proceeding 
inductively, we can assume that N satisfies the conclusions of Proposition I A. 
s exactly two classes of invoiutions, so G has at most two 
classes of involutions. Suppose G has one class of involutions. Then the 
centralizers of all involutions are 2-constrained, so by the “‘balanced theorem” 
(cf. Section 4 of [9]) applicable since SCNa(S) # O, we find that S nor- 
malizes no nontrivial groups of odd order. In particular Q = I, as reqaire 
n suppose that G has two classes of involutions. In any case, since 
contains C, N,(D), and N,(M), these latter three 
groups are isomorphic to their counterparts in G,(q), module the possibility 
of normal subgroups of odd order and odd index. Thus we are in ‘“essentially” 
the same position which Thomas arrives at in Section VIII of [I8]. Thomas 
proves that the centralizer of a suitable noncentral involution is contained 
in iV,(M). In our slightly more general situation, this is to be understood 
as proving that such a centralizer is (at least) 2-constrained. So in any case 
the “balanced theorem” is applicable and so Q = 1. 
It follows from Lemma 5.2 that O(No(D)) = 1. So if we set 
OZ’(N,(D)) then by Lemma 3.13 we know that N is a semidirect 
ct AT = De withI, G SL(2, 4). 
We must now set about proving the following. 
PRoPosrTroN 5.1. N g $?a , the centralixe9. of a centraE i~uo~u~~~~ in G&J). 
We shall retain the notation established in the lines prior to the statement 
of Proposition 5.1 throughout the remainder of this section. Now by Lemma 
3.1 I exactly one of the groups W and X is normal in N,(M). 
we may and shall suppose that W u N,(M). 
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Proof. WehavethatN=D-LwithDnL=l,soS=D(SnL)with 
S n L elementary abelian. Moreover all involutions of S n L are conjugate 
in L, as is well-known. Now if x f (S n L)#, then x is clearly an involution 
of type (a), so x = x,(ol)d with 01 # 0 and d E D. Note also that x N x&a) 
in S. Now suppose that y = x,(a)d, is also an element of S n L. Then 
xy = x,(z) dx,(ol)d, = d-Id, E (S n L) f~ D = 1, and so d = dl and x = y. 
Thus as x = x,(a)d ranges over (S n L), a ranges over the elements of r. 
Now it follows immediately that all elements of T - Y are conjugate to x,(l). 
Next, as we are assuming that W CI N,(M), Lemma 3.11 tells us that 
T-X in N,(M). But Y Q No(M), so if Tg = X with g E N(M) then g 
maps of set of coset representatives of Yin T onto a set of coset representatives 
of Yin X. If 1 = x1 ,..., x, is such a transversal for Yin T, then the elements 
xi for 2 < i < 4 are all conjugate by the first paragraph. Finally, as all 
elements of x$Y are conjugate in S for i 3 2, the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 5.4. x,(l) is a noncentral involution of G. 
Proof. We must show that x,(l) is conjugate to no involution of 2, so 
suppose this to be false. In fact as N = D *L, we may repeat the proof of 
the corresponding result (8.1) of [18], as long as we check that no two distinct 
conjugates of M in N have an intersection which is elementary abelian of 
order q3. So suppose that &!I,, is some N-conjugate of M with the property 
that M n M,, is elementary abelian of order q3. We certainly have M n MO < 
M n D = WX, so we must have M n MO = W or X as these are the only 
two elementary abelian subgroups of WX of order q3. 
Now let S, S, be Sylow 2-subgroups of N containing M, M,, , respectively. 
As SL(2, q) is 2-transitive on its Sylow 2-subgroups the same is true of N, 
so we can choose an involution x EL with Sx = S,, . Hence also M1: = M,, by 
the uniqueness property of M, and so x normalizes M n Me. Because 
L = (S, x) and M n MO (1 S we deduce that M n M,, Q N, that is either 
W or X is normal in N. This contradicts lemma 3.10, and the result follows. 
LEMMA 5.5. We have V - Wand UN X within N. 
Proof. If the lemma is false, we must have U N W and V -X in N 
by Lemma 3.10, so suppose that this is the case. Let x1 = ~~(a) xafb(/3) x 
xaa+a&), 01 + 0, be a noncentral involution of V. Thus x1 is conjugate to an 
element of X - Y, and so x1 N ~~+~(l) by Lemma 5.3. Now we also have 
x1 - ~~(a) x~~+~(cz-~~) = xa in S. Since xa is a noncentral involution of U 
andasU N W by assumption, then we must have x2 N xaafb(al) ~a~,+,(/$) x 
~~~+a&), with ol, f 0. As this latter element is conjugate to x,,+,(ol,) in S, 
it follows that x,+,(l) N ~~,+~(olr). 
Now both of these involutions are noncentral, so their centralizers in G 
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have Sylow Z&subgroups of order q 4. Thus XS, = @S(~a+b(l)) and W&, = 
CS(%aTb(%)) are Sylow 2-subgroups of CG(~&l)) and Co(~a~+~(mr)), 
respectively. Hence there is a g E G satisfying x,,,(l)g = xzoia(aI) and 
(XS,)g = W& ~ Since Z = (XS,)’ = (WS,)’ it follows thatg E NG(Z>* Now 
ypothesis 4.1 and so D (i No(Z) by Lemma 4.9 in particular 
g E No(D). Now by assumption, the NG(D)-conjugates of V are X and the 
groups V” fm s E S. As x&l) E V we must also have x~~+~(o~J E X u 
(P: s E S>. As 011 # 0 this is impossible, and so Lemma 55 is proved~ 
LEMMA 5.6. All involutions 0s W - Y are conjugate Lo x,(l). 
Proof. First we will show that the only central involutions of are 
those contained in Y. For by Lemma 5.5 we have V - Win N. Suppose that 
Wg = Y with g E N, and set V, = Yg. Clearly, Z < V, , so let 1 = 3~‘~ ,...) x4 
be a set of coset representatives of Z in V,, . Each xi , i 2 2, can be written 
in the form xi = Xb(oli) Xa+Qi). Suppose that ai = Cdj . Then we have 
xixj = xb(oli) xufb(&) xb(aj) x,+&) = x,&Ii $ &) E V, . Now aI1 elements 
of Vu are central, so with Lemma 5.3 we deduce that q&$$ + &) = 0. 
Thus Pi = & and xi = xj , so i = j. Thus as xi = xb(oli) xu+&> runs over 
the set of coset representatives of Z in V, so 01~ runs over the elements of r. 
NOW suppose that some element w E W - Y is a centrai involution. As 
all elements of WY are conjugate in S then all elements of WY are central 
involutions, hence the same is true of (wY)g = z#Vs . Now we have ~0 = 
I x,+,(p) XQa+&) E V for some 01, /3, y E r, and moreover cy. and /3 are 
not both zero. If a: = 0 then w N q&P) ~a~+&) N xclta(,B) + 1 which is 
noncentral by Lemma 5.3. This is a contradiction, so we may suppose that 
CL + 0, Now choose that value of i such that 01~ = 01 (we know such an i exists 
by the previous paragraph) and consider the element wgxi . This element 
lies in wgVO aa hence is a central involution. On the other hand @xi L= 
44 xa+di3> ~~~+&4 ~(4 ~~+dl?J = xatdP + Fd x~~+B~Y) by choice of i. 
y Lemma 5.3 we deduce that /3 = pi . But then ~,a = x&,oL~) a+h(,8J x
x~~+~(Y) = xixQafBb(y) and hence is in V, = 3’~. Thus w E Y, against our 
choice of w. The lemma is proved. 
Now let S n L = S,* so that S,,* is elementary abelian of order q and 
with D n S,* = 1. Let R be a 2-complement of S in I\i,(S). 
s cyclic of order q - 1 and acts regularly on the nonidentity elements 
of S,*. Furthermore, J% has an involution t which inverts elementwise 
and there is an element x* E S,* with the property that (tx*13 = 1. We 
fix all of this notation for the balance of the paper, and begin the proof of 
Proposition 5.1. 
As R normalizes S, it certainly fixes 2, W, X, and also Y. N 
5.5 the only N-conjugates of U are X and {Us: s E S>. Hen 
y Lemma 
permutes 
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the S-conjugates of U, so replacing R by a suitable conjugate of R in S if 
necessary we can suppose that R fixes U. Similarly R permutes the S- 
conjugates of T, as follows from Lemma 3.11. Now all S-conjugates of 5” 
are actually conjugate in D, and so some D-conjugate of R, say RI , normalizes 
T. But clearly R, also normalizes Z, U, W, and X, hence we can suppose 
that R = R, normalizes T. First we show that R fixes S3atb . 
Observe that R fixes U n X = S,,,,Z. Thus if R = (Y), the action of Y 
on S can be described as follows: 
X3a+2b(4 -+ X3a+2b(4> 
$3a+a(“) - ~3a+b(4(4) ~3a+zb(444>> 
~+d4 --+ ~sz+d4(4) ~a+za(Q(4>, 
%+b(4 -+ %z,b(C3(4> X3a+b(G(4 ~3a+za(G(OI>h 
xb(“) - Xb(B2(a)) %a+b&da)) X3a+2b(B6(a:)), 
%-L(~> - xa(Al(a)) X3afb&(a)) X3a+2b(A6(“))s 
(5.1) 
Now because Y induces an automorphism of S we can transform the com- 
mutator identities (2.1)-(2.5) by Y and obtain new identities involving the 
Ai’s, Bi’s Ci’s, Di’s, and Ei’s (these are additive functions defined on I’). 
Solving these equations yields in particular the following results: 
A,(4 = 41)~~ 4(4 = B,(l)a, C3(4 = C,(l)% 
4(a) = D,(lb, -a”) = -Ml)% -q6(“) = 0, 
Bdo1) = &Ub, 
G(4 = GU>~ (5*2) 
A,(l) = D,(1)2 = Cs(1)-2, 
B,(l) = D4(1)-3 = E&1)-r, C,(l) = A,(l) B,(l). 
We remark that the function A, B, , C’s, D, , and E5 are all epimorphisms, 
hence in particular C,(l) and E,(l) are nonzero. The proof of these results 
is very simple (although somewhat tedious), and we shall content ourselves 
by proving that E6 is identically zero. This will prove that R fixes S3a+b , 
and suffices as an illustration of the method. Thus we transform Eq. (2.3) 
by Y. We obtain 
h(44) ~3a+dAdOI)) %a+dAri(c’$)> %m+z@dP)) 
x %a+dDd,‘%1 = X3a+b(ES(‘@)) X3a+2b&(a~h 
The left-hand side of this becomes 
~&AI(“))> XZa+b(D4(.@)I = x,a+b(-h(a) D4(~)) 
by Eq. (2.3) again. Now uniqueness of expression in S allows us to conclude 
that ~~~+a~(E~(a$)) = 1 for all 01, /3 E r, and hence E6 is identically zero, as 
required. 
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Now R fixes T = S,Y and also Y. By complete reducibility 
complement S,* of Y in T. Suppose that 
s,* = {xa(a) y(a, a): a E r, y(a, cd) E Yjs 
and suppose further that x1 = x,(011) y(a, 01~) and xa = ~,(a~) y(a, CZJ are two 
distinct elements of S,*. Then I # X~X~ = x,(c~r + CLJ y(a, 011) y(a, CL& is an 
element of S,*. Thus xa(cyI + a2) # I, that is # a2. Ht follows that 0: 
ranges over F as z,(a) y(a, 13) ranges over S,“. cause W is transitive on 
(S,*)*, then A,(l) is necessarily a generator of the multiplicative group of r~ 
As D,(l)2 = A,(l) f rom Eqs. (5.2) the same is also true of r>,(l). Ht is con- 
venient if we let D,(l) = A. Then Eqs. (5.2) become 
A,(a) = Pa, B,(a) = A-%, C3(ol) = A-%, B4(aj + ACX, 
E5(cx) = A%, E,(a) = 0, C,(a) = X2B,(l)a, E&(01) = 
(5.3) 
To show that R fixes Y is harder. At least, R fixes some S-conjugate of V, 
hence R fixes V%(~o) for some a0 E r. We must show that a0 = 0. Now 
suppose that t fixes X. Then X 4 (S, t) = N, which is false. Thus t does 
not fix X. But as t inverts R then R fixes Xt, and we deduce from Lemma 5.5 
that Xt = U. A similar argument shows that lVt = Vs&o) also. 
y complete reducibility R fixes subgroups Sb*$ S& , Sir,+, of S satisfying 
U = Sb*SaatbZ, and S&+,Z = Sa&?, X = S&Y. From these equations, 
together with Lemmas 5.4 and 5.6, we deduce that without loss 
St - St)“, S&b - (S:+b)Z = xT,b 
and in any case we find that 
P& = wt = s,*s,*,J. 
As we know the action of xa(clo) on V, it is not hard to deduce that 
S,* = {~~(a) ~a~+~(01a~f~..) z(b, a): a: ranges over F, z(b, CL) E Z], 
1* 2% a+b = hti-b(4 X3a+b(%v 4a + b, cd): a ranges over F, z(a + b, CY,) E Z>. 
w9 
Thus the action of t on D can be defined via 
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Here, as before, indexed capital letters are additive functions defined on r. 
Moreover Ha and J3 are epimorphisms. 
Now we have defined x* E S,,* to be that involution of S,* which satisfies 
(t~*)~ = 1. As x* ED we have x* = x,(&J . d* for some czO # 0 and d* E D. 
Now as xa(a) d*(a) ranges over the elements of So*, so a! ranges over the 
elements of r. As R is regular on (S,,*) then some power of Y, say Y*, is 
such that (x*)‘” = x,(l)d** for some d** in D. Since t is an involution 
subject only to the condition that it inverts R then, replacing t by tm if 
necessary, we may suppose that 
(tx”)3 = 1, xx = x,(l)d*, d” E D. (5.7) 
Now the fact that t2 = 1, when applied to Eqs. (5.6) yields eight identities 
involving H, , J3, KI, K4, L, , and L, (those involving H6 , JG , Kc , L, are 
not so rewarding at the present!). Moreover, the application of (5.7) to 
the element x 3a+b(a) yields another four identities involving the same six 
functions. These last four enable us to completely determine what these 
functions are. It turns out that 
ffz(4 = 012 J3(4 = 01, K,(a) = qik 
Kt(4 = 41 + T,“>, L3(01) = olo%, Ldo1) = ol(l + Es”). 
(5.8) 
Having got a “first approximation” to the actions of t and Y on D, we can 
calculate the right-hand side of the equation x3a+b(~)trtr = x3&a), which 
holds as trtr = 1. Equating the coefficient of x,+~ to zero, we obtain that 
B,(l) = CXo2(X + X-3). w 
Thus the actions of Y, t on D are as follows: as well as acting trivially on 2, 
we have 
~a+&4 -+ xza+dW ~3a+zb(Qi(4 
y: x,+b(q -+ %?+p~) x3a+b(%12(h3 + w4 ~3a+zb(w))~ (5.10) 
Xb(4 3 xb(x-34 %,+b(%2(~ + w4 ~3a+20(&(4~~ 
%(4 + %w4 X3a+bvM4) X3a+zb(44)% 
%3a+b(“) -+ %(a) X2a+b(“02°1) X3a+2b(Hda)>, 
t: X2a+b(“l) --+ xa+b(a) X3a+b(%2a) X3a+2b(h(a)), 
%z+b(Ol) -+ xb(“02”) %a+b(l + %“>a> x3a+zb(Ks(‘+> 
(5.11) 
xb(a) -+ xa+b(“102a) X3a+b(1 + %4)a) x3a+2b(Lda))* 
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Now the transformation of Eq. (2.1) yields 
k+3%~(h + h-3) + A,(a)Fy = D,(&y3) f c,(ap), 
(5.12) holding for all a, fi E P. 
The fact that (tr)” = 1 yields the equations 
whilst the fact that t” = 1 yields 
Next we return to the element x* = x,(l)d* of Eq. (5.7). T&S is where 
we must differentiate between the cases 4 = 4 and 4 3 8. 
tjuppose that SO” = (x&4 %+a(P3(4 Xza+&P3(4) Y(a): Y(4 E y>- 
cause R fixes S,* we. find easily using Eqs. (5.10) that Ps satisfies the functi 
equation 
k1P3(ol) = P@x), all a E r. 
As h generates the multiplicative group of P it is easy to see that this last 
equation becomes 
P3(Q) = 0, P3(a) = orU2Ps(l), all a E P - (0). 
No++- Pa is certainly additive on I: We make rhe claim: 
(5.15) 
(*) If P3 is an additive function defked on I! = ~3’(2~) avid which staisfies 
(5.15) then either P3 is idetitically zero? or else T = GF(4) and P3( I) 
can be chosen arbitrarily. 
Proof. Suppose that P = GF(4). Then for all 0 + CL E P, pie have 
a-lP = cc, so (5.15) becomes P3(cx) = &a(l), so if P,(l) = 0 then P3(01) is 
identically zero. If P,(l) f 0 ?s is obviously additive. 
Now suppose that P f G?‘(4). Thus ,V + i. As is additive (5. IS) yiefds 
.P3(1)(ct-1~2 -+- /i-l/“) = (a + p)-‘/“P,(l). Assumin is not identically zero 
we have P&l) # 0, so (01-112 + /F/z) = (a + ,i3) a #i3. 
Choose a! = 1. We obtain 1 + /3-l/” = (I + &-r’“Y and hence (1 + /3) := 
(1 + ,L-l~)-a = [(l + /Fi/z)2]-r = (1 + p-‘J-1. ConsequentIy9 we find that 
(3 +/3-l) (1 + /3) = 1, i.e., p + p-l + 1 = 0, i.e., j3 + F + 1 = 0 on 
multiplication by /I # 0. Comparing these last equations gives ,@ = F-r, 
that is /?” = I, and this holds for all ./3 # I or 0. But h3 + lp which is a 
contradiction. The proof of (*> is complete. 
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Until further notice we will assume the following. 
HYPOTHESIS 5.1. 4 3 8. 
Under Hypothesis (5.1), (*) tells us that S,* < S,Y = T. In particular 
then, x* E T, so x* = x,(l) xza&,,) ~~~+~&3,,) for some yO, 6, E I’. If now 
we compute the right-hand side of the equation xZafb(~) = x~,+~(cx)(x*~)~, 
we find that (using (5.14)) 
Jd4 = “hl + ~%“>- (5.16) 
The first equation of (5.13) y ie Id s, since Ja is additive, that Ja(ol(l + A-i)) = 
C,(a) + D,(h-h), and using (5.16) gives 
C,(a) + D&w-z) = ol(l + h-l) [yO + o1,%(1 + X-i)]. (5.17) 
Replacing cy by h-l/I in (5.17) gives 
C&yf3) + D&h-2/3) = A-lp(l + A-‘)[J+ + Lx,W/3(1 + X-l)]. (5.18) 
Now set a: = h-i in Eq. (5.12). We obtain 
C&$3) + D&-2/3) = h-y%,2(X + h-3) + A&l)h-s/3. (5.19) 
Now both (5.18) and (5.19) hold f or all p E r. Thus equating the coefficients 
of pa and ,8 to zero in the polynomial in /? which results on adding (5.18) 
and (5.19), we obtain for p2 that 
and for B that 
a!,W(X + h-3) + $P(l + A-1)2 = 0, (5.20) 
$l(l + X-1) + A,(h-i)X-a = 0. (5.21) 
Now because 4 > 8 then ha # 1. Thus it is easily checked that (5.20) forces 
cd0 = 0. (5.22) 
Equation (5.22) allows us to simplify (5.12), (5.13), and (5.16) and at the 
same time eliminate Js . Setting 01 = 1 and then /3 = 1 to get two equations 
from (5.12),Iwe obtain finally 
4(W3P = Q(P) + G@% 
4(4~-3 = Q(a2) + CL&J, (5.23) 
C,(a) + D&h-la) = yoct(l + h-l). 
Eliminating~C, and D, from the Eqs. (5.23) gives 
A5(a) = X3y,ol(l + cd) + A,(l)(l + A-1)-1 (11(a + h-l). (5.24) 
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As A, is additive, we can set 01 + 1 in place of CL in (5.24)> and find that 
A&) -I- J%(l) = 4’): + 1) 
= Py,(a + l)a + Aj(l)(l + h-r)-r(a $ I)(ol f I + h-1). 
The left-hand side of this last equation is given by (5.24). We see that 
k&(1)(1 + h-y(a + l)(a + 1 + A-1) = A,(l) + &(lj(i + h-ya!(a + x-y. 
This becomes 
A&)[(1 + A-l)-l(1 + 012 + pi + X-la)] = A#) + &(l j(1 + A-“)-%$a + h-r). 
~~lti~~ying by (1 + A-r) and collecting terms yields 
A,(l)[l + (112 + a + h-b. + 1 + x-1 + 012 + EF] = 0. 
As this holds for all 01, then obviously A,(l) = 0. Now (523) becomes 
q(E) = D,(a) = y(p, A5(a) = yoa(a + 1)X3* (5.25) 
The actions oft and Y are now given by (S.lO), (5.11), (5.20), (5.25), (5.13) 




From (5.5) and (5.22) we find that S,* = (xb(ol) x(b, CL): 01 ranges over T 
and x(b, cx) E Z>. Now it is trivial to verify that if we defjne a map 6, on S 
which acts trivially on each root subgroup of S except Sb , and is such that 
xb(a) -A .x&~)z~ for x, any element of 2, then 0, is an automorphism of S. 
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Hence we can choose such a 0, satisfying &B1 = S,*. So we may assume to 
begin with that S, = Sb*, in which case R fixes St, and hence B, is identically 
zero. Thus H6 and L, are also identically zero. 
Now define additive functions L, , AZ6 on r such that 
s,*,h = h+&) X3a+2b(L6(4j: 01 ranges over PI, 
s&+b = t~~~+b(4 ~3a+2b(%(4: a: ranges over 0 
Because (Sz+,Jt = S&,, we find that 
444 = Kc4 + 3/oa. 
Because R fixes Sf+a , S&, we also obtain 
-%(a) + yoo” = L&l~j, 
J&3(4 + l/o01 = 2Cl,o4. 
These equations yield 
L,(0lj = yoOl(l + A-I)-r, 
M,(a) = 3/o”(1 + q-1. 
(5.29) 
(5.30) 
Now (5.29) and 5.30) g ive immediately that y. = 0. Finally, suppose that 
NE , N6 are additive functions satisfying 
Because R fixes So* we find easily enough that 
h3N,(a) = N5(h2a). (5.31) 
This equation transforms to become N5(cx) = 01~/“N,(l). It is easily seen that 
N5 must be identically zero as it is additive, and so So* = {x,Jol) x~~+~~(N,JLx))). 
Now there is an automorphism 0, of S such that x,(a) -+ x,(a) x~~+~~(N~(cx)) 
and 8, acts trivially on all other root subgroups of S. Hence S,B, = So*, and 
we can assume that R fixes S, , that is A, is identically zero. We have shown 
that 
9,: X3a+d”) - ~3a+a(~34> X2a+b(4 + ~2a&4 
%+d4 -j %+&14, %(4 - %(h-34, 
%(ol> --+ %(h24, X3a+2b(“) - X3a+2b(OL)9 
f: X3o+7J(Ol) t-f %(4 X2a+d4 - %+zi4, 
X3a+2b(a) @+ X3a+2b(a)* 
Now it is trivial to verify that N G %Yg . We refer the reader to Sections II 
and III of [18] for details. Hence we have proved Proposition 5.1 in case 
~3 8. 
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Proof of Proposition 1.4 for q 3 8. We use our earlier notation, so that 
C’ = C,(Z) with z E Z#. By Lemma 5.2 we have G(C) = 1. The result 
of Lemma 3.14 proves that C satisfies Hypothesis 4.1, so by Lemma 4.9 
we have that II <I C, that is C < N,(D). As Proposition 5.1 holds for q 3 8 
we know in particular that if N = O”‘(N,(D)) then Z = Z(Ar), so of course 
N < C, and N = O”‘(C). 
We have shown that C is an odd-ordered extension of N g gQ . At this 
point we can quote the main theorem of a paper of Harris [13] mentioned 
before. Now as N,(M) does not have 2-length 1, Lemma 3,14 guarantees 
that G has no normal 2-group unequal to 1, so arris result tells us that 
W(G) s G.Jq)- As G = OS’(G) then G g G&), and we are done. 
HYPOTHESIS 5.2: 4 = 4. All equations up until (5.15) were derived with 
no assumptions on Q, save that q >, 4 of course. As in the case 4 >, 8 we wish 
to show that SO* < S,Y = T, however this requires a little more work if 
q = 4. At least, if we set 
we still have that (Eq. 5.15) holds. AS T = GF(4), this can he rewritten as 
(5.32) 
Since R fixes So*, we also find that 
Pd4 = 44 + C,(P,(l)a) + 4(~,(1)~2). 
(5.33) 
Now, the element x* of S,* becomes x* = ~~(1) x,&,Pz(l)) zza&Pa(l)) x 
%J+@5U)) %+d~sU)), and of course (tx*)” = 1. Applying this last 
identity to the element x~~+~( ) 01 we find by equating the coeffcients of 
xaa+2b , that 
Jb(a) = Pg(1j-X + ML,‘LP~(l) + cLaV + P&)PL. (5.34) 
y solving (5.34) simultaneously with the first equation of (5.33), the 
first equation of (5.13), and (5.12), we find that Pa(l) ah = 0 for all a! E F, 
Hence we have 
P,(l) = 0. (5.35) 
From (5.35) and the form of the elements of S,*, we indeed find that 
So* < T. In fact S,* = (xa(a) X3a+b(P5(01)) x~~+~~(P~(Lx)))~ where 
P5(4 = 4w4, P&) = A,(&), (5.36) 
as follows easily from (5.35) and (5.33). 
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Now if SZ+a = h+b(4 ~3a+a(44 * 3a+2b(W(a))}, it is easy to check that 
W(a) + C,(a) = W(h%). Hence W(a) = C,(h201) and 
s:+lJ = C%+t,(4 4a+a(%24 ~3a+2b(G(~2~)). 
Similarly we obtain 
(5.37) 
fG+a = @2a+b(4 ~3a+2bP&w~ 
Finally then, define a map y on S as follows. 
(5.38) 
We claim that q is an automorphism of S. In fact all the relations (2.1)-(2.5) 
are trivially satisfied, except perhaps (2.1), so we only need show that [~,(a), 
$$@)]m = [x~(cL)~, x&?)m]. Indeed we have that 
i%&% %(~)lp) = %+b(@)m X2a+b(a/$m x3a+b(a3~>” 
= %+b (&> X3a+bh02a/?> x3a+2b(c6(A2a,8> 
x z2a+b(E2P> X3a+2b(D6(Xa2!)) X3a+b(a3fi>, 
whilst 
Equating the arguments of the corresponding elements, we find that 93 
is an automorphism of S if, and only if, 
C,(h201P) + Q(h~2P) = PP5(4 + 4%12. (5.39) 
Now replacing 01 by h2~ in Eq. (5.12) we obtain 
cLo2ap2 + A#b)p = D,(ha2p) + C,(Pa~). (5.40) 
Comparing (5.39) and (5.40), we must show that P5(01) = A,(X201). This is 
the first equation of (5.36), so p) is as required. 
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Finally, 5” is clearly such that S,+, ---f S&;, ) S,,,, + S&,, , S, + S,*, 
and we can choose the elements .a(& /3) occuring in g)(yrb(~)) such that 
cp: s, -+ s,*. Thus we may assume that R fixes S,,, , SPn+b , S, , S, , in 
which case it is easy to see that in fact N g ‘%‘* (alternatively, ‘g has an obvious 
extension to an isomorphism of N with V&r). We again refer the reader to [l S] 
for details. 
Finally, the proof of Proposition 1.4 for the case 4 = 4 follows exactly 
as in EIypotbesis 5.1. This completes the proof of the Theorem A of this 
paper. 
6. THE EMBEDDING PROBLEM FOR 6, 
In this final section we will explain how to obtain the proof of Theorem 
As the details are very similar to those already given we will often omit proofs. 
So let 6 be an arbitrary finite group of type G,(q), 4 = 2” > 4, with S 
a Sylow Zsubgroup of G. And suppose further that O(G) = I and 
We must show that for some parabolic subgroup P of G,(q) there is an 
isomorphic embedding 8: G ---f P. 
Again we let = N(F,) and P, = N(Fz) be the two nontrivial parabolic 
subgroups of G,(q), with Fi = O,(Pi) for i = 1,2. We choose Fr and F2 
so that they correspond to D and M, respectiveiy, under the isomorphism 
S g U, for U a Sylow 2-subgroup of G,(q). 
First suppose that both N,(D) and No(M) have 2-length one. Then 
Propositions 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 yield that O(G)S 4 G. Thus in this case 
G = S and the required isomorphism is clear. Suppose that neither N,(D) 
nor No(M) have 2-length one. Proposition 1.4 yields G z G&). 
Next, suppose that N,(M) has 2-length one but that No(D) does not 
have 2-length one. Proposition I.2 gives G = No(D), and Lemma 3.9 gives 
G/D z SL(2,~)~ But then by Proposition 5.1 we bave G G %‘* = C@‘(P,), 
so the required isomorphism exists. 
Finally, we must consider the case that N,(D) has 2-length one, but that 
N,(M) does not have 2-length one. By Proposition 1.3 we find that 
G = FJo(Y). In fact by an analysis entirely similar to Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9 
we find that G = N,(M), after which Lemma 3.8 yields ?J,(M)jM G 
SL(2, a). We will next prove that this extension splits. By Lemma 3.11 
we may assume that W u 6, so let G = G/W. As ?@ is complemented in S 
then i%$ is complemented in G by Gaschutz’ theorem, so e = a I L with 
R~~L==l,andG=MLwithMnL=W.LetS,==SnLbeaSylow 
2-subgrolup of L. If the element x = x,(o1r) X~(OL$ ... lies in S, , the fact that 
L ,, -as exponent four forces either 01~ or ol, (or both) to be 0. In particular, it 9b
follows that S, < D. As W is complemented in D then W is complemented 
in L, again. by Gaschutz theorem, so G = M . L, with IV n L, = I, as 
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required. Lastly, we need to show that GE 02’(P2) in this last case. This 
follows the same general lines as those laid down in the proof of Proposition 
5.1. It is actually a little easier as W 4 G in this case. We will omit the details, 
and finish the discussion of the proof of Theorem B at this point. 
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